I Introduction
The standard model, with the gauge group SU(3)c x SU(2) x U(l), assignment of fermions to left-handed doublets and right-handed singlets under the electroweak SU (2) , and 18 or more parameters, is in excellent shape. Experiment has again and again confirmed its predictions to whatever accuracy they can be predicted and measured in a given situation.
With the beginning of experiments at the 2 factories in the near future, the one-loop corrections to the electroweak portion of the standard model will be tested to high accuracy.
Instead of reviewing these successes, we will concentrate on a few possible problem areas: the Kobayashi -Maskawa matrix, CP violation in the neutral Kaon system as expressed through the parameters E and E', B -B mixing, and T decays.
The Kobayashi -Maskawa Matrix
The Kobayashi -Maskawa (KM) matrix[" is defined as the matrix transformation that takes us from the mass eigenstates of the d, s, and b quarks to the weak eigenstates, d', s', and b', the partners in weak doublets of the u, c, and t quarks, respectively, which by convention are unmixed:
The 1986 Review of Particle PropertiesL2' gave the following results for the magnitudes of those matrix elements that can be measured up to the present time:
(1) Nuclear beta decay, when compared to muon decay, gave IVudl = 0.9729 f 0.0012 .
which included refinementsL3' which had lowered IV&l by 0.13%.
(2) Analysis "I of hyperon and Kea decays yielded IV,,l = 0.221 f 0.002 . where f+D is the-form factor for De3 decay which is the analogue of f+ for 
with a couple of standard deviations being nothing to make a fuss about. 
This is not very restrictive and, looking at its primary origin in the error bar on IVtldl, it seems unlikely that there will be a very significant improvement upon it in the future.
CP Violation
CP violation has still only been observed in the neutral K system. There it is conveniently parametrized in terms of E, which characterizes CP violation in the Kaon mass matrix, and E', which is non-zero only due to CP violation in the neutral Kaon decay amplitude. where the si are the-sines of the KM angles 8i, i = 1,2,3 (these are known to be small so that the approximation ci = cos 13i = 1 has been used in Eq. A typical signature (but not the only one) arises from the ensuing semileptonic decay involving a negatively charged lepton instead of the positively charged one which would come from a Bj. If we examine the 2 x 2 mass matrix of the B" -B"
system, we expect that I'r2/Mr2 will be of order rni/rnf, and that it is the mass difference between the two neutral B eigenstates, IAMI = iImrz/, which is the primary source of the mixing. This should be short distance dominated, with the box diagram involving t quarks. It is straightforward to rewrite the K result for 
